**Did you test positive for COVID-19?**

**Yes, but I don't have symptoms.**

**What to do:**
- **Isolate** for five days since testing positive. Continue to **wear a mask** at all times for an additional five days after isolation ends.

**Yes, and I have symptoms.**

**What to do:**
- **Isolate** for at least five days since developing symptoms. Isolation then ends if your symptoms are improving and you are fever-free for 24 hours without the help of medication. Continue to **wear a mask** at all times for an additional five days after isolation ends.

**Did you develop symptoms while in your five-day isolation?**

- **No. Yay!**
- **Yes**

**What to do:**
- **Quarantine** in place for five days. Continue to **wear a mask** around others for an additional five days. **Get a COVID test** five days after exposure.

**Are you a close contact with someone who tested positive for COVID-19?**

**Yes, and I am not up to date with my COVID vaccine**

**What to do:**
- **Wear a mask** around others and **watch for symptoms** for 10 days. **Get a COVID test** five days after exposure.

**Yes, but I am up to date with my COVID vaccine**

**What to do:**
- **Quarantine** in place for five days. Continue to **wear a mask** around others for an additional five days. **Get a COVID test** five days after exposure.

**What is the result of your COVID test?**

- **Negative. Yay!**
- **Positive**

**Did you develop symptoms?**

- **No. Yay!**
- **Yes**

**What to do:**
- **Isolate in place and Get a COVID test immediately.**

**Sources:** CDC and local health authorities

For more information, including definitions and scenarios, please visit [coronavirus.uoregon.edu/covid-exposure](http://coronavirus.uoregon.edu/covid-exposure)